My dear Sir,

Here I shall not be disposed to detain you at this moment but when I inform you that through a variety of circumstances over which I have a certain necessity, and that necessity arising purely out of the pressure of the times. I hope I shall be prepared for taking their liberty, if I could for a moment consider myself dependent for backing their liberty, if I was not suddenly finding morally certain of

P.S. I was not the least surprised with a handsome.

And my property consisted of a large property both real and personal of a very large interest in consequence of adopting the Austrian mode as a temporary relief — where I tell you that the last two years have been unfavorable, particularly last year. When you are informed that which I must say to my wit only the Colonial value and instead of having as ought be reason toward expected something to receive I had to receive 126£ where it is calculated that the harvest was bad — and in the consequence of not seeing any value, I sold mine into the market — and in the present state I stand to make a sacrifice that after so many dear humble instance. These at length get all and every thing ready paid and on the one completely a new evidence that the Government have built upon my property a very pretty substantial cottage of which had offered considerably to the value — but their have been done that much

but in consequence to a considerable extent as to these matters and other improvements have not only kept pace with but considerably exceeded former here and it regards our poor proud children you know all about. Such a combination those caused me to put off the present difficulties and my object is to solicit your
To. Mr. Smith Esq. & Co.
Post post

Signed by C. H. Hobson
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